Chatsworth

Designed to provide as much growing space as a small
conventional greenhouse, but in a much more compact
footprint, the Chatsworth is ideal if you don’t want a
greenhouse that dominates the garden.

The

Chatsworth is unique –

a full-sized greenhouse in HALF the space!
With the Chatsworth, all of the space inside the greenhouse is
dedicated to growing – no wasted pathways or unnecessary height.
Access to the plants is so easy – with sliding panels on all 4 sides
everything is within easy reach. Unlike a conventional greenhouse,
ventilation is superb. Shelving, mist watering and automatic
ventilation is also included.

Staging

Glass centre staging allows plenty
of light down to the lower levels of
the greenhouse.
These toughened glass sheets
can be removed for taller crops
such as tomatoes.

Safety Glass

Real glass traps the suns warmth,
boosting early crop growth.
The Chatsworth is glazed in 4mm
toughened safety glass – the same
glass you would find in a double
glazed window.

4mm

Safety Glass

Potting Up

For potting up a convenient work station is included.
This is colour coated the same colour as the greenhouse.

Shelving

10 seed tray shelves are included for maximum storage. The height of these can
be adjusted and, if not required, will drop out of the way or can be removed.

Watering

8 mist nozzles provide gentle
watering throughout the
greenhouse. Valves allow the
misting to be zoned.
An optional timer can be used
to automate watering.

Automatic
Ventilation

Automated ventilation is provided
by two louvre vents. Both have a
temperature sensitive mechanism
to open and close the vent as the
temperature changes.

Superb Ventilation

In addition to the two automatic vents the roof panels, side panels and end
panels also slide for ventilation. As glass on every side can be opened, cooling
through-drafts ensure even in hot weather the greenhouse keeps cool!

Colour Coating

The Chatsworth can be supplied in a natural
aluminium finish or for an additional cost it can be
powder coated. The polyester powder coating is
baked onto the aluminium to provide an extremely
durable finish. Eight standard colour options are
available. However, for a really unique greenhouse,
for an additional cost, we can match any RAL colour.

Racing Green

Cotswold Green

Chestnut Brown

Smokey Grey

Anthracite

Antique Ivory

Black and White also available

Installation

The Chatsworth comes with comprehensive instructions
for self assembly as standard. However, we can provide an
installation service for mainland destinations up to 140 miles
from our base in Northamptonshire.
For locations up to 60 miles away the cost would be £229.
For installations 140 miles away the cost would be £349.
There is an additional charge for London postcodes.
Please call for a quote.

Ordering

Ordering is easy – you can either order online or you can
call our office. We are very happy to have a chat about the
greenhouse if you have any questions.
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The framework is
manufactured from
architectural aluminium
alloy and comes with a
25 year guarantee.
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Framework

Code

Length

Seed Tray
capacity

Price

CY5

6’ 5”
(1.94m)

104

£1,549

Colour Coating
Frame
£394

Shelves
£74

Architectural aluminium framework, 4mm toughened safety glass,
10 shelves, middle staging, 2-tier mist watering, two auto louvre vents,
potting tray, delivery and VAT.
Width: 4’ 11” (1.50m) Height 5’ 11” (1.81m)

Other models in the

Classic Range

The Chatsworth is the jewel in the
crown of the Access range, but we
manufacture a very wide range of
lean-to and free-standing models.
For our full range, visit our website
www.garden-products.co.uk

The Hampton-D is a lean-to model,
designed to fit against a wall. Sliding
doors allow easy access.
The Hampton is ideal where space is limited, with
the lean-to design minimising floor space.

Payment Plan

We know that quality does not
always come cheap, we give you the
option of our Easy Payment Plan.
This allows you to spread the cost
over 4 easy payments. There are no
finance charges for this.
Written details available on request.

1

When your order is placed your
credit card will be debited for
25% of the total.

2

After that, 25% of the total will
be charged to your card for each
of the next 3 months.

3

This means you can start gardening
under glass NOW and pay later.

Exbury

The
is
2’ 8” (0.79m)
wide and is
accessed using
sliding door
panels front
and back.

History of Access

Started in 1958 by Mr Graham Pearce who, tired of
working as an industrial chemist, decided to start a
market garden. To get his Strawberry crops ripened
earlier he designed a Cold Frame. The excellent light
transmission and easy access and ventilation meant
that he was soon selling the cold frames to other
market gardeners, and slowly more of the nursery
was turned over to the production of the frames.
Eventually the main market became keen gardeners
and the range of products expanded as customers’
needs changed. Although Access still sells Cold
Frames the most popular models today are Mini
greenhouses and Growhouses.
The business is still family owned and is still based
on the original nursery site.
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Testimonials

I would like you to know that I am extremely pleased with the
finished Growhouse. The instruction manual supplied was
very detailed yet simplistic in layout and a real bonus......no
component parts were missing! One very satisfied customer!
Thank you very much. TG

Please pass on to your people that I am very impressed
with your assembly instructions and to the quality of the
alignment of the drilled holes in the aluminium frames for
the assembly bolts. PH

All safely delivered and packaged beautifully. It is in the
process or being erected. We have been very impressed
at the service you have provided VM

I have just had the mini greenhouse for a month and writing
to say am thrilled with it. Hubby said the instructions were
clear and the secret was in taking time to assemble correctly
(mostly on my kitchen table). It looks absolutely great in our
small garden and already stuff is growing well. So pleased
with this quality item and what a kick seeing the louvre
window do its opening and shutting on its own. MT

We’re absolutely delighted with the product and the service you
provided. Customer services are so important these days. PG
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Crick, Northampton NN6 7XS
01788 822301
sales@garden-products.co.uk
www.garden-products.co.uk

